Future Com provides Wireless Site Survey services to ensure you are running the most efficient wireless network possible. Our services will map out your current wireless environment, identifying rogue AP’s, pinpointing wireless interference, and measuring your data speed versus your connectivity.

The report can be used to help with the following:

• Identify Your Current Coverage
• Add Guest Wi-Fi
• Fix Dead Zones
• Eliminate Rogue AP’s
• Add More Wireless Coverage

We can also perform Predictive Wireless Survey’s for new buildings or areas currently lacking wireless coverage.
ABOUT FUTURE COM

Future Com is redefining cybersecurity, consulting and cloud security. A privately held company for over 25 years, Future Com is an integrator of leading industry brands, delivering customized solutions to secure our customers’ networks wherever they are.

Future Com provides consulting services and products with a focus on cloud and cybersecurity solutions. We partner with our customers, working with them on everything from preventing the loss of electronic data to ground-up network design and implementation.